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Abstract—In this paper, we present the development of a
decentralized mechanism for the resources control in a
distributed computer system based on a network-centric
approach. Intially, the network-centric approach was
proposed for the military purposes, and now its principles
are successfully introduced in the other applications of
the complex systems control. Due to the features of
control systems based on the network-centric approach,
namely adding the horizontal links between components
of the same level, adding the general knowledge control
in the system, etc., there are new properties and
characteristics. The concept of implementing of resource
control module for a distributed computer system based
on a network-centric approach is proposed in this study.
We, basing on this concept, realized the resource control
module and perform the analysis of its operation
parameters in compare with resource control modules
implemented on the hierarchical approach and on the
decentralized approach with the creation of the
communities of the computing resources. The
experiments showed the advantages of the proposed
mechanism for resources control in compare with the
control mechanisms based on the hierarchical and
decentralized approaches.
Index Terms—Distributed computer system, resource
control system, decentralized resource control, tasks
scheduling, network-centric approach.

As in recent years, there is a tendency to create a large
scale DCS, which are intended to serve a big number of
users, the resource control in such systems require the
development of new methods and tools. For the scalable
DCS is important to apply the decentralized approach to
resource control [3, 4, 5].
Let DCS is a set of heterogeneous computing nodes
(CN) connected by heterogeneous data channels, and
these channels have multichannel capability. Channeling
can be both physical and topological. Physical multichannel is meant the realization of frequency or time
division of a single physical data channel. Such channel
can be fiber-optic lines, the physical nature of which
involves the differentiation of modes of frequencies,
including duplexing. The topological multi-channel is the
implementation of multiple alternative routes between the
DCS nodes, which are connected by the topologically
redundant communication system. We may combine the
physical and topological multi-channels for the highspeed, reliable data transfer. The scheduler of such a
distributed system should consider the features of this
system in order to increase of efficiency of its functioning.
So, the development of the scheduler for DCS
described above should be based on the decentralized
approach. Let us describe some details of the
decentralized control approach for DCS resources control
and of the schedulers that are implement it.

I. INTRODUCTION

II. ANALYSIS OF RECENT RESEARCHES AND
PUBLICATIONS

The wide use of distributed computer systems (DCS)
has become a daily routine. The increase in the number of
users of such systems leads to the fact that DCS are
constantly increasing in scale. In addition, such systems
are designed to serve simultaneously a large number of
users, which requires efficient resource control
techniques in such systems [1, 2].

Currently there are the following main approaches in
the resource control of distributed computer systems:
centralized control of resources, decentralized control and
hierarchical one. Each of these approaches has its
advantages and disadvantages. More details of the
features, advantages and disadvantages of these
approaches can be found in [3, 4, 6].
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One of the main components of resource control
system (RCS) of DCS is a scheduler which coordinates
the solution of the tasks that arrive for processing to the
distributed system by placing them on available
computing resources [7]. It is important to meet the
requirements of the user and to avoid the idles for the
computational resources [8]. In [7] there are identified the
following key characteristics of the DCS scheduler: the
run time of the task, DCS performance and the response
time of the system.
In recent years, there was devoted much attention to
the study of decentralized resource control techniques for
the distributed computer systems to improve the
performance of the DCS in the context of its scalability
and reliability [9]. In [9] are described the comparative
analysis of the existing decentralized distributed
computer systems and the mechanisms that are used for
resource control. This study contains a comparative
analysis of mechanisms of resource control of DCS in
different contexts.
Additionally, [10, 11, 12] presents more recent
developments of DCS resources control systems, that are
implemented on a decentralized basis.
The development in [11] uses the exchanges of
network messages between DCS compute nodes for the
organization of distributed computing. The messages of
several types come, each of which provides a specific
functions of the algorithm for the resources allocation.
This planning framework supports several heuristic
algorithms and it also provides the load balancing for the
DCS nodes.
In [12] there is considered the DCS, which consists of
heterogeneous computing elements (CE), which are
interconnected by a computer network. In addition to CE,
the system has passive nodes, the so-called "Bulletin
boards", which are used to allocate users tasks and to
collect some service information. On the each CE runs an
agent, which provides their interaction between
themselves and with the "Bulletin Board". The interaction
algorithm is designed in a such way, that in order to solve
the task, received by one of the CE from "Bulletin
boards", the computational elements are joined in the
community. The community is designed to provide the
user requirements on the time allotted for the task
solution. The CE performs the monitoring of their
performance and assesses the time for which the task is
performed. Also, CE may initiate the community
reformatting in the case when the available DCS
resources can not completed the task on time.
As it stated in [9], the decentralized technologies are
the effective and reliable for the control of tasks flow and
data storage in a DCS and is a promising field of research,
in this way the subject matter is relevant today.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The main goal of this work is to develop a RCS
module for DCS with decentralized mechanism for
resource control on the basis of a network-centric
approach and to analyze its parameters along with
Copyright © 2017 MECS

comparing to the other implementations of the RCS.

IV. THE BASIC IDEA
The effectiveness of a decentralized distributed system
depends on the level of coordination and cooperation
between its elements [9, p. 389], therefore, the improving
of the coordination mechanism for joint action allows us
to improve the parameters of the system. One of the
effective approaches to resources control is the networkcentric approach, which shows its effectiveness in various
areas.
The principles of network-centric control was
developed for the defense sector [13], and then started to
be applied in other areas of control of complex
systems [14, 15]. The basis of network-centric control is
the empowerment of the peripheral components of the
system in making them the independent decisions. It is
important to note that the peripheral components, with the
aim of interaction between themselves, form the so-called
horizontal links for data exchange or to performs their
functions. These links provide the new qualitatively
characteristics of the control system. In addition, it should
be emphasized another principle of functioning of control
system based on a network-centric approach – the
principle of self-organization, which means that the
system components work as a community to achieve a
common goal. The implementation of these principles for
the organization of decentralized resources control will
allow to develop an effective and flexible mechanism for
DCS resource control.
Let us to develop the concept of resource control for
the distributed computer system based on a networkcentric approach. First, we divide the components by the
level, then we determine the functionality of each
component and develop the mechanism of their
interaction.
Since the resource control mechanism is decentralized,
so there is no any central component, which is
implemented the overall control of the tasks scheduling in
the system. We form the next levels of the DCS
components:




the first level – schedulers;
the second level – brokers;
the third level – computing resources.

In literature we can find various goals of the scheduler
and broker in the DCs, and sometimes these terms are
seen as synonyms. In this paper we consider these
components as different tools. In order to achieve the
decentralized control in the DCS there is in use the
several schedulers, each of which interacts with a set of
resource brokers. All schedulers are equivalent among
themselves and are linked as "fully connected", the
resources brokers also are equally between themselves.
Each scheduler interacts with a set of brokers, but not
simultaneously. In turn, the DCS resource broker is
subordinate only to a single scheduler and has links of the
"fully connected" form with all the brokers of the system.
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 7, 41-51
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Every broker has in its subordination the several
computational resources, and the one resource is subject
to a single broker. Brokers can transfer resources among
themselves in the case of a request for it.
The functions of the scheduler are:






get the tasks from the user (more precisely the
parameters of the task, the input data remain on
the user's computer)
determine the number of CE needed to perform the
tasks and their computational performance in order
the task to be completed on time;
the choice of the broker that will receive the task
for execution;
the load balancing between schedulers and brokers;
get results from the broker and redirect them to the
user.




get the task (parameters of task) from the
scheduler and place it in a queue;
form of a set of resources to perform tasks due to
the requirements of the scheduler;
the location of the task on the DCS nodes;

Broker 1
…

CE 2



CE d

The functions of computing resource:




obtain the sub-tasks (or parts of tasks) with the
input data for it from the user's computer;
execute sub-tasks;
storage of output data of tasks until they will be
requested by other computing resources;
signal to the broker about the sub-task completion.

A structure scheme of a DCS resource control system
on the basis of the network-centric approach is shown in
Fig.1.

Scheduler n

… Broker k-2

Broker 2

CE f+1

…
CE g+1

CE h

CE g+2

CE g

CE f

Broker k

Broker k-1

…

…
CE d+1

control of the task execution.
control of the run time of tasks and the ensuring of
their timely implementation;
interaction with the other brokers to obtain the
necessary resources in case of shortage, or
providing its own resources by the request from
other brokers;
send results of task executing to the certain
scheduler, which was originally sent of this task by
the user.

…

Scheduler 1

CE 1





The functions of broker:
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CE g+3

…
CE m

CE h+1

CE m-1

Fig.1. The structure scheme of DCS resource control on the basis of a network-centric approach

We will develop the variant of the implementation of
the module for the DCS resource control and compare its
parameters with the RCS modules, the implementation of
which is based on the other principles.

V. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RCS MODULE FOR DCS
In order to study the characteristics of the different
mechanisms of DCS resource control we develop the
RCS modules that are implement the following
approaches to resource control:


a decentralized approach based
communities of computing resources;

Copyright © 2017 MECS

on

the




hierarchical approach;
network-centric approach.

A. Task Structure Description
First, the task is represented in MPL-form (multi-layer
parallel form) as a set of subtasks (st), each placed at the
certain their level. The input streams for subtasks of the
first level are the input data provided by the user prior to
the task execution. In turn subtask of the last level has
one output stream that is the output, i.e. the result of the
task.
The study was conducted taking into account the fact
that the task runs asynchronously, i.e. the parallel
subtasks can be run at different levels, if they received all
the input data.
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 7, 41-51
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Let us present the main characteristics of the tasks
(Table 1) for further description of the development of
RCS modules in more detail.
Table 1. The main parameters of the task
Parameter
levelAmount
maxLV
subTaskAmount
MItotal

MIcompl

MIuncompl

MIlastST
Tmax

TinWork

Description
Number of task levels
The maximum number of subtasks at the
level
Number of subtasks
Computational complexity of the task in MI
(Millions Instructions). Defined as the sum of
the computational complexity of all subtasks
The total computational complexity of
subtasks that are already finished at the time
of determining this parameter
The total computational complexity of
subtasks that have not yet been finished at the
time of determining this parameter.
Calculated
by
the
formula MIuncompl  MItotal  MIcompl
The computational complexity of the last
subtask MI
The maximum time for which the task should
be performed
Time spent on the task. It is calculated as the
difference between the current time and the
time when the task was started. The time of
the task waiting in the system is not taken
into account

The development of scheduler module is made taking
into account the MPL-form for the task and, here is
assuming that the tasks are executing asynchronously.
B. Development of RCS Module on the Basis of the
Formation of Communities of Computing Resources
Based on [12] let us design a decentralized scheduler,
which forms the communities to process the task. The
main concept is based on the algorithm described in [12],
which was partially modified by us with the goal to unify
all investigated RCS for the comparison of the obtained
results.
This RCS functioning as a set of communities that are
created by the compute nodes to execute the task. On the
each compute resource is run so called the resource agent,
that provides the resource control and performs the
interaction with agents of other resources. In addition, in
a distributed computer system is the so-called "Bulletin
board", which store the tasks, that are submitted by users,
and the agents receive the tasks from these "boards".
Before the task will be run, we form the community,
which starts from the connection of the at least one agent
to the selected task. The task is selected by FIFO
principle, the priority is not taken into account. The agent
of resource with performance resPerf is connected to the
community to complete the task when the condition (1) is
satisfied:
 MIlastST

 k corspnd *


 resPerf


  Tmax
MItotal  MIlastST
*

 comSumPerf  resPerf * (max LV  com Re sAmnt ) 
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, (1)

where

k corspnd

is

the

correspondence

coefficient; comSumPerf – the total productivity of all
resources of DCS, which agents are already connected to
the community; com Re sAmnt – the number of agents that
are connected to the community.
Otherwise, the agent selects the next task. The
community is built until the number of agents becomes
equal max LV . Then agents start the distribution of
subtasks among themselves. It is important to note that
the resource does not leave the community in case when
there no any subtask which is ready to perform; in this
case it is "idle", being connected to the community. At
the same time, if the community cannot be formed for a
certain limited time, the agent is disconnected from the
community and tries to connect to another community.
As noted above, the distribution of subtasks among
resources begins immediately after the required number
of agents are connected to the community. Firstly, we
selects the any subtask, which is ready to perform, i.e. all
the necessary input data for which are ready. It may the
input data for the task, and the data obtained on one of the
previous stages of the calculation as well. Then the subtask sent to the free resource (within the community) with
the maximum performance rate. If there no any ready to
run subtask the resource wait until it appears.
After the some resource from the community have
completed the sub-task, it evaluates its performance
during its execution and then it determines whether the
community is able to complete the task on time. In case
when the community will not fit into the allotted time, the
resource agent initiates the dissolution of the community
and informs the other agents about this procedure. It is
important to note that the agent who currently performs
the subtask, will continue their work and will be
disconnected from the community only after its finish. In
case when all the agents are disabled, the process of
forming community begins again and the disabled agents
choose the another task to execute from the queue. It
should be noted that the dissolution of the community is
not happening in the case when the only the last level
subtask left to perform, and it task is transferred into the
most productive community resource. This is because the
loss of time to reform the community can be more than
time loss due to execution of the subtask on the another
free resource, which will connect to a new community,
formed for the same task.
C. Implementation RCS Module Based on a Hierarchical
Approach
In order to compare the different approaches for the
DCS resources control we realize the RCS module on the
basis of the hierarchical approach. The main components
of the module is the TheEntryPoint and the Scheduler.
The scheduler has a certain set of resources in the
submission.
In this RCS user’s tasks are entering to the entry point,
which are defines by the scheduler, which receives the
task for execution. In order to select a certain scheduler,
there is performed the selection from the all schedulers
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that can perform the task for a time less than Tmax , and
then among them is found a scheduler with the smallest
workload. The workload is determined by dividing of the
total computational complexity of all tasks in the
scheduler's queue to the total productivity of all its DCS
resources. In the case when the task cannot be completed
on time by one of the scheduler, the entry point returns it
to the user with the status "Rejected".
The scheduler receives the task and places it last in the
queue. Further there is performed a selection of resources
for each task in the queue. Unlike the previous approach,
for the task is not available to get resources in quantity
max LV , but only the amount, which is necessary to
perform subtasks of the first level. The performance of
the resources, that are chosen for the task, is determined
in the same way, as it was implemented in the previous
RCS module (see (1)). In case when after performing of
the some subtasks there the amount of task (i.e., those for
which you have all the input data), more than the
allocated resources for this task in the certain time, the
scheduler will provide the necessary amount of resources.
The performance of the resources, on which the
subtask will be relocated, must satisfy the condition (2):
 MIlastST * resamnt  k corspnd * ( MIuncompl  MIlastST ) 

perf  


resamnt * Tmax  TinWork 



(2)
where perf – the performance of the resource to which
the subtask will be placed; resamnt – number of resources
which will be allocated to the task. In case if the
resources with performance that satisfies the condition (2)
are absent, the subtasks will be placed on any available
resources.
Due to the fact, that the tasks are executed
asynchronously, i.e. at any moment you may need to
provide additional resources to the task, there is a need to
reserve a certain set of system resources in order to be
allocated to the location of the subtasks. If this is not
done, there may happened situation when you begin to
run a significant number of tasks and the all DCS
resources will be distributed between them. In this case,
the possibility to provide the additional resource to the
task is absent, and this fact will lead to a significant
increase of the execution time of tasks, because the
parallel execution of the subtasks is not possible.
The DCS resources reserving procedure is not taken
into account the resource productivity, but only their
amount. For each task it is reserved 35% max LV of the
tasks.
Thus, the task will run when two conditions are
fulfilled:
1) there are sufficient resources with appropriate
performance to allocated on them the subtasks of the first
level of task (exactly the amount of subtasks are ready to
perform, since the input data for them are the input data
of the task itself);
2) the amount of unused resources of scheduler is
Copyright © 2017 MECS
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not less than the total amount of reserve resources for all
currently performed tasks, including the task for the
resources are allocated.
Each task in the queue is checked for these two
conditions and, in case if they are satisfied, then this task
starts to run.
D. Development of RCS Module for DCS on the Basis of
a Network-Centric Approach
A structure scheme of a DCS resource control system
on the basis of the network-centric approach is shown on
Fig. 1. According to this scheme, the main components of
the developed module are: Scheduler, Broker and
Resources.
The tasks are sent by the user to one of the Scheduler,
which determines the amount and the parameters of the
resources necessary to complete the task. The scheduler
initiates the information exchange about the resources
and task queues of other schedulers status (idle/busy).
Then it determines the schedulers to submit the task for
execution. It should be noted, that the only information
about the task is passed here, and the task with the input
data will be send to the resources, where it will be
executed. In case when even the all existing resources of
the DCS (not only free at the moment but all the
resources of a distributed system) will be in use, the task
cannot be completed on time, such a task is returned to
the user with the status "Rejected".
As soon as the task was received from other scheduler,
it is transmitted for execution to the broker with the
smallest current load in case when there the sufficient
amounts of the necessary resources in the system, or the
task is placed in the task queue of the scheduler otherwise.
The principle of the resources selection by
performance parameter is similar to that described in the
preceding two paragraphs (see (1)). In addition, this RCS
module provides the resource reservations on the same
principle as the RCS module on the basis of the
hierarchical approach.
In order to allocate the subtasks directly to CE it is sent
to the broker together with the requirements on the
performance of the resources defined by the scheduler.
Broker generates a set of compute nodes from the
available resources, and this set should meet the specified
requirements. In the case when the available DCS
resources is not enough, it requests the other brokers on
the additional resources. After the set of resources are
formed, task is starting.
Similarly to the two previous cases, here the task
executes asynchronously, i.e. at any time, you may need
to add the resources to the task. In this case, the broker
determines the performance of DCS resources in order to
ensure the timely completion of tasks (see (2)), then tries
to find them in a system and allocates there the subtasks
that are ready to execute. If the broker does not have the
required resources, it send the request to other brokers to
add the resources. In the case where none of the brokers
is unable to provide such a resource, we may use any of
the free resources. In the absence of free resources on the
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 7, 41-51
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DCS, the task is waiting for them, and it continues to run
on the available resources.

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Experiments Preparing
To study the parameters of the suggested RCS modules
for DCS they are implemented in Java using GridSim
library [16]. The algorithm of these modules work is
described in the previous paragraphs of the paper. The
experiments are aimed to study the distribution of the
computing resources between tasks, so therefore the
resources of a different type are not under consideration
(data storage, data channels of DCS and others). These
researches taking into account other types of resources
may be a future deal.
It is important to note that the components of RCS in
all three implementations are interacting by exchanging
the service messages, and although the impact of their
transmission on the information exchange rate in the DCS
communication channels is not directly determined,
anyway it is important to analyze the number of messages
per task, depending on the mechanism of DCS resources
control. So, the goal of the experiments is to analyze the
functioning of the RCS modules by the following
parameters:






the number of the messages exchanges between
components of the RCS module for a single task;
the percentage of tasks completed on time;
the waiting time of tasks in the system;
the utilization (employment) of resources;
total execution time of tasks batch.

The results of these experiments significantly depend
on the parameters of DCS compute nodes as well as on
the parameters of the incoming set of tasks, so the
experiments were planned to be identical for the all
developed RCS modules.
Thus, for the experiments we take the sets of tasks in
amount of 100, 250, 500 and 1000 tasks. The format of
the tasks is described above. The parameters of the tasks
were generated by pseudo-random number generator
according to the data presented in table 2.

Number of task levels
Number of subtasks at the level
Computational complexity of the
subtask
The volume of the input data
stream (for the subtasks of the
first level)
The number of input data streams
for the subtask (for subtasks of all
levels except the first one)

Copyright © 2017 MECS

Table 3. The Categories of DCS resources and their amount
Category of
resources
Category І
Category ІІ
Category ІІІ
Category ІV

Performance
boundaries
601-700 MIPS
501-600 MIPS
401-500 MIPS
300-400 MIPS

Number of
resources
15
15
12
8

For RCS module on the basis of the hierarchical
approach, the resources were distributed among 5
schedulers in the equal amount, i.e., by 10 resources.
For RCS module on the basis of a network-centric
approach, the resources were distributed among 5
schedulers and 10 brokers, and each scheduler has
submitted 2 brokers. Thus, each broker directed 5
resources at the beginning of the experiment.
Since the absolute values of the time for the task
execution are depended significantly on the such
parameters as resource performance, computational
complexity of the task, the volume of input and output
data for the task, it is expediently to abstract from the
absolute values. Therefore, we introduce the concept of a
quantum of time and in this study we will take it equal
to one hour. If the parameters of tasks or parameters of
the computing resources of the RCS is changed, in this
way the quantum value also will be different.
The RCS modules have certain parameters, which
depend on RCS functions. The table 4 lists the parameters
of the modules that were set for the experiments. The
following designations are in the table:




Module A – RCS module based on the
communities of computing elements;
Module B – RCS module based on a hierarchical
approach;
Module C – RCS module based on the networkcentric approach.
Table 4. The parameters of RCS modules for the experiments

Table 2. The boundaries of the task parameters
Parameter name

The tasks are entering in the DCS in the same sequence
and at the same time for different experiments. The
researches used the distributed computer system of 50
nodes, the performance of which is in the range of
300 MIPS (Million Instructions per Second) up to 700
MIPS. Table 3 presents the division of the resources into
categories according to their performance.

Lower
parameter
limit
3
2

Upper
parameter
limit
5
5

50000 MI

200000 MI

1000 Мb

1

Parameter

Value

Twait

1/6 quantum

Note
Module А
Module B,
Module C
Module B,
Module C

k reserv

0.35

k corspnd

1.5

Period of re-distribution
of the tasks

2,5 quantum

Module C

10000 Мb

Number of schedulers

5

Module B,
Module C

5

Number of brokers per
scheduler

2

Module C

I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 7, 41-51
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For the RCS module, which is based on the
hierarchical approach, the DCS resources were
distributed among 5 schedulers equally, i.e. by
10 resources (Table 4). For the RCS module based on the
network-centric approach, the resources were distributed
among 5 schedulers and 10 brokers, and 2 brokers
reporting to each scheduler (Table 4). Thus, each broker
was managed 5 resources at the beginning of the
experiment.
Each experiment was repeated 10 times, then the
average value was calculated on the results obtained,
which is presented in this paper as a result of the
experiment.
B.
Analysis of the Number of Service Messages
Exchanges Between Module Components Per Task

Number of messages per task

The interaction of the module components is realized
by the exchange of service messages. The messages, that
are transmitted over the network, create the additional
traffic, which can lead to a decrease in the bandwidth of

47

the channels. Let's analyze the number of messages per
one task for the various RCS modules. We counted the
number of messages, transmitted to each other by the
RCS module components, and then we calculate the
number of messages per one task. In the case if the
connections between the components of the RCS module
are realized, for example, through shared memory, the
information exchange is performed by writing/reading
data from memory and, accordingly, was not taken into
account into the messages counting process.
As it shows the diagram (Fig. 2), the number of
messages does not depend on the number of tasks in the
set. But the number of messages depends on the structure
of the task and requires more detailed research, which
will be performed further. Also, you can also see that the
RCS module based on the hierarchical approach is
characterized by a lack of messages, which is quite
natural due to the principles of its implementation.

90
70

65 69 68

60
27 25 27 26

30
0 0 0 0
0
Module А
100 tasks

250 tasks

Module В
500 tasks

Module С
1000 tasks

Fig.2. The number of messages per task when the different RCS are in use

C. Analysis of the Part of the Tasks that are Completed
on Time
One of the most important parameters of the task
during it processing the RCS is the maximum time period
for which it should be finished. It should be noted that as
the initial point is taken not the moment when the task
enters the system, but the moment when the first subtask
is placed on the computing resource.
So, in this case we analyze the correctness of the
resources selection for the sub-tasks execution, but the
intensity of the tasks flow into the system and the
system's throughput are not taken into account.
Fig. 3 shows a diagram of the part of the tasks (in %)
that was performed in time for each of the RCS modules
and for certain set of tasks.

Copyright © 2017 MECS

As can be seen from the Fig. 3, the part of tasks that
was performed on time is slightly different for each RCS
modules, as well as for the different sets of tasks, and in
each case is above 90%. Thus, we may state, that for
these parameters (Table 4), each of the RCS modules
ensures the timely execution of more than 90% of the
tasks from the set.
The part of the timely completed tasks,
%

It should be noted that for the RCS module based on
the network-centric approach the number of messages can
be larger in case when the more complex algorithms for
the resource allocation are applied. In this case, the first
possible resource was selected, the performance of which
can ensure the timely execution of the task, so the number
of messages is low.

98%
97%
96%
95%
94%
93%
92%
91%
90%
Module А
100 tasks

250 tasks

Module В
500 tasks

Module С
1000 tasks

Fig.3. The part of the timely completed tasks for the various
RCS modules
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D. Analysis of the Waiting Time for the Task in the
System and of the Total Execution Time of the Tasks Set

Avg. waiting time per task, quantum

One of the important criteria for the RCS functioning
evaluation is the waiting time for the task in the DCS.
The waiting time for the task is determined from the
moment when the task is entered into the system until the
first subtask is placed on the computational resource. It
should be noted that the waiting time, among the other
things, depends significantly on the intensity of the tasks
flow and on the performance of computing resources.
Let's analyze these parameters under condition of

invariability and RCS, so we define the differences
between the average waiting time of the task in DCS.
The experiments were conducted for sets of 100, 250,
500 and 1000 tasks. For each task, the waiting time was
fixed, we were repeated 10 experiments for each of the
input data. Based on the collected data, we count the
average waiting time of the task in the system.
Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the average waiting
time for the task in the DCS for the different RCS
modules for sets of 100, 250, 500, and 1000 tasks.

400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
100 tasks
Module А

250 tasks

500 tasks

Module В

1000 tasks

Module С

Fig.4. The dependence of the average waiting time for the tasks for the different RCS modules and for different number of tasks in the set

Avg. makespan time, quantum

Since the waiting time depends on many parameters, as
mentioned above, these experiments are aimed to analyze
not the absolute values of the time, but rather comparing
the waiting time for various RCS modules. As can be
seen from the histogram, the waiting time for Module B
is less than the waiting time for Module A by 13%-18%,
although this gap is gradually increasing with the number
of tasks growth in the set. The waiting time for Module C
has been significantly reduced compared to the waiting
time for Module A, the reduction is from 47% for 100
tasks to 54% for 1000 tasks.

Let's analyze the execution time for the set of tasks.
The execution time of the task set was determined from
the moment when the first task was sent to the execution
until the last task from the set was received to execute. As
the experiments shows (Fig. 5), the execution time of the
task set for Modules A and B is almost the same for
different task packets, while the execution time of the
task package for Module C was decreased in compare to
Module A respectively by 16.9%, 18.37%; 20.3%, 20.7%
for packets of 100, 250, 500, 1000 tasks.

2 000
1 500
1 000
500
0
100 tasks

250 tasks

Module А

Module В

500 tasks 1000 tasks
Module С

Fig.5. The execution time for the task set for the different RCS modules of and for the different number of tasks in the set

Thus, we compare the results in Figs. 4 and 5, so we
can draw certain conclusions:
a) despite the fact that the waiting time for the task for
Module B was reduced in comparison with Module A,
Copyright © 2017 MECS

the execution time of the task package for these two
modules is almost the same. This indicates the fact, that
the task execution time has slightly increased for
Module B. Taking into account the specifics of the task
execution algorithms for these Modules, which were
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 7, 41-51
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described above, this is quite natural, since in the Module
A, at the begin of the task running, the number of
resources is equal to the maximum number of subtasks at
the level, and these resources are inalienable until the task
will be completed. So, the situations when it is necessary
to place the next sub-task for execution, and the free
resource is unavailable, do not arise. At the same time,
for the Module B, such situations are possible, because
only a small part of resources are reserved, in addition,
any resources are reserved despite its performance.
Therefore, for the Module B, there may be situations
when a free resource with the required performance is
unavailable, or when there are no any available resources
at all. For example, during the experiments such
situations arose: for a set of 100 tasks was fixed an
average of 31 cases of lack of resources with the required
productivity and 2 cases of lack of free resources. For a
set of 1000 tasks, these indicators grew to 356 and 13
cases, respectively;
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b) the waiting time of the task for Module C (in
comparison with Module A) decreased almost twice,
while the time for the task set execution was reduced by
only 16% -20%. So, we can conclude that the time of the
tasks execution has increased. The reason for this, as
described above for Module B, is the situations when
there is no any free resource with the required
performance or lack of free resources in general, which
are also the specific of the Module C. However, for
Module C the number of such situations is smaller, since
between brokers in the Module C there are horizontal
links that allow them to share resources. Due to this, the
total time for tasks set execution is reduced.
E. Analysis of the DCS Resources Utilization
An important indicator of the DCS is the resource
utilization, since the idle resources have a negative
impact on the DCS performance.

Table 5. The DCS resource utilization for the different RCS modules and different sets of tasks
Resources
category

Category ІV
300-400 MIPS

Category ІII
401-500 MIPS

100 tasks
250 tasks
500 tasks
1000 tasks

32.78%
36.17%
36.53%
37.34%

44.07%
47.45%
49.00%
49.24%

100 tasks
250 tasks
500 tasks
1000 tasks

21.20%
22.03%
25.35%
24.43%

100 tasks
250 tasks
500 tasks
1000 tasks

18.19%
17.78%
18.14%
18.51%

Number
of tasks

Category І
601-700 MIPS

Average utilization of the
all DCS resources (%)

65.03%
67.63%
69.02%
69.48%

48.78%
51.64%
52.85%
53.46%

65.01%
68.80%
69.50%
70.60%

47.31%
49.48%
50.99%
52.14%

71.06%
77.70%
81.61%
82.97%

55.84%
59.89%
62.64%
63.70%

Module A
53.25%
55.29%
56.83%
57.76%
Module B
48.99%
54.03%
49.24%
57.85%
49.67%
59.42%
54.33%
59.20%
Module C
61.67%
72.43%
66.50%
77.57%
68.54%
82.28%
70.49%
82.81%

During the experiments described above, the data were
collected on the time of the resources utilization by the
full time of DCS functioning. The working time of the
resource was considered to be the time from the moment
when the subtask was transferred to it for execution until
this task will be completed, and the rest of the time this
resource was considered to be unused. During the
Resources usage rate, %

Category ІI
501-600 MIPS

experiments, we define the total working time and total
idle time for each resources, then we determine the
resources utilization. According to the received data,
there was determined the average resources utilization
(in %) by categories for each of the RCS modules (Table
5).

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
100 tasks

250 tasks

Module А

Module В

500 tasks 1000 tasks
Module С

Fig.6. The average resource utilization (%) for the different RCS modules
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Fig. 6 shows the histograms of the average resource
utilization for the various RCS modules.
As can be seen from Table 5 and Fig. 6 for Module C,
the average resources utilization is higher than for
Modules A and B on 15% - 18%. This is because in the
Module A resources are idle in the time when they are
connected to the community, but there is no any ready-toperform subtask for them. For the Module B and Module
C the idle is the part of resources that is reserved for
requests for the additional resources of tasks that are
currently executing. However, for Module C, the idle
time is lower, since resources are transferred between
brokers, and this fact increases the number of tasks the
subtasks of which can be allocated to execute on a
computing resource. These experimental results also
confirm the facts described above, in particular, the
reduction of the execution time for the set of tasks for
Module C.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed the implementation of the
RCS module based on the network-centric approach. We
perform a comparative analysis of the parameters of the
suggested RCS module with RCS modules based on the
hierarchical approach and on the basis of the computing
resources communities formation for the tasks execution.
As a result of the conducted experiments, we found
that the RCS module on the network-centric approach
allows us to low as much as 2 times approximately the
waiting time of task in DCS. Also, for this RCS module,
the execution time for the tasks set was reduced by an
average of 18.5% compared to other modules. The
experiments showed an average increase of the resource
utilization rate with this module, on 17%.
Another parameter that was analyzed during the
research is the number of information messages
exchanges during the tasks allocation and execution.
As revealed in the result of study, the number of
message exchanges per task for RCS module on the basis
of the network-centric approach is lower by 61% than for
RCS module based on the formation of computing
resources communities for the task. But it should be
noted that these results are received with a simple
algorithm for the resources selection, and in the case of
implementing of the another (more complex) algorithm,
the results may differ significantly from those obtained.
This study took into account only the resource
performance when selecting the resources for the task,
but did not take into account a number of the other
parameters, for example, the volume of input and output
data of the task, the data transmission rate in the
communication channels of the network that connects the
computing resources of the DCS. The study of these
parameters is the future work. Also, further work is to
investigate the effect of the task parameters on the
parameters of the DCS functioning and the applying of
the more complex algorithms for the resource allocation
for RCS module based on the network-centric approach.

Copyright © 2017 MECS
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